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Objective

Zcash mobile wallets are in a dire need of improved usability and end-user 
expectations have never been higher. With a consistent development model, 
collaborating with Zcash core developers and ecosystem participants, we believe 
our mobile-first experienced team can deliver the best-in-class ZEC transactional 
experience to the masses.

As the first-ever Shielded-by-Default wallet distributed to the public in 2020, 
Nighthawk Wallet's primary differentiator has been the ease of use & simplicity of 
our apps and educating the user about various types of transactions possible 
when using the privacy-preserving properties of Zcash.
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Nighthawk Goals

● Deliver an easy to use end-user wallet
● Maintain ZcashBlockExplorer.com
● Service the public lightwalletd infrastructure
● Explore major ecosystem developments - ZSAs, 

decentralizing Zcash development & infrastructure setup

Focus on delivering privacy-preserving technologies working 
with our partners, collaborate with ECC developers for following 
best practices using Zcash, open up to setup security audits and 
promote the use of ZEC as digital money.
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Team

● Project Lead - Aditya Bharadwaj
● DevOps & Backend Engineer - Vamsi Krishna
● UX Designer - Ivo Dimov
● Android Lead - Mandeep Bhalothia
● iOS Lead - Matthew Watt
● QA Testing and Documentation @BostonZcash
● Cryptography intern to help with ZSA Documentation
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Nighthawk Wallet

For 2023, our proposal to the Zcash community is to continue developing our 
wallets and release a new version of Nighthawk with DAGSync(part of ECC’s Mobile 
SDK efforts).

Our vision for the design and development of Nighthawk is as follows:
1. collaborate with ECC and upstream repositories to strengthen the codebase, 
share strategies to maximize ZEC adoption
2. the choice of leading-edge frameworks, type-safe development practices, and 
mobile native platforms that make app secure and install faster, ultimately 
increasing adoption
3. reducing complicated terminology to help new users understand their actions
4. building accessibility from the UX design phase till delivery
5. reusing existing design patterns and standards for an intuitive experience
6. transparency of user actions in different functions like shielding/deshielding so 
the users are notified of the privacy level of their transactions
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ZcashBlockExplorer.com

Our block explorer saw work done towards supporting the new v5 transaction 
types since the Network Upgrade 5 and several dependency and security 
improvements. We thank the community for reporting visible issues and the 
grants program to fund the Zcash explorer’s ongoing maintenance. We plan to 
release quarterly transparency reports on any user information requests we 
receive, otherwise, we continue adhering to the no-logging policy on our servers 
and make the explorer available via a V3 onion link for privately browsing 
transaction data as well.

With the development of ZSAs, we plan on reviewing the specification, and design, 
and developing modules for viewing ZSA asset actions on the block explorer. 
Additionally, a ZcashBlockExplorer.com server will be provisioned on test-net.
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lightwalletd infra

Properly functioning public light client infrastructure is crucial for the Zcash 
platform. We see this project as an opportunity to work with all participants in the 
Zcash ecosystem.

The lightwalletd.com service infrastructure saw increased activity last year starting 
from August 2022, with the increase in the blockchain size, bandwidth 
requirements and adoption. Our team has kept up with every zcashd and 
lightwalletd software update, triaged issues by testing with light clients and 
communicated and resolved light client issues working with the ECC team - this 
effort is towards making Zcash wallet apps more robust while including the 
server-side components in end-to-end testing.

Going into 2023, we propose setting up a geographically distributed setup of light 
client infrastructure to make access faster and more available to end users. The 
new setup will be automated with a Kubernetes deployment to help reduce 
DevOps load & maintenance costs. 
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Nighthawk 2023 Roadmap
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Q1 2023

Grant Application, 
onboard team, Sign cloud 
infra contracts, maintain 
wallet apps development

Q2 2023

Deploy upgraded lightwalletd infra, 
ZcashBlockExplorer on testnet, adopt 
Android’s Jetpack Compose & iOS TCA 
framework in wallet projects

Q3 2023

Infra & Explorer Security Audit,                  
Refactor wallet UX workflows, 
Implement Unified Addresses 
Support & Orchard pool transfers

Q4 2023

Wallet Security Audits,       
Unified Shielded Messaging UX, 
Integrate partner APIs & SDKs 
e.g. Flexa Spend, fiat/crypto 
onramp & offramps

Q1 2024

Deliver Nighthawk 2.0 

updated UX design with 

Unified Address standard

Roadmap by Nighthawk Apps , subject to discrepancy due to changing priorities. Jan 2023



Zcash Ecosystem Roadmap
            2023 - 2025

Forecast by Nighthawk team, per public discussions, subject to discrepancy due to changing timelines. Jan 2023



1H 2023

DAGSync and ZIP-317 
deployment via zcashd & zebrad, 
ZSA specification review,            
ZEC <> Thorchain PR review

2H 2023

Zcon4, ZSA testnet feasibility & 
security audit, Review OMR progress 
for operational readiness

1H 2024

NU6, Nighthawk Wallet v2.0, 

Review ZSA atomic swaps,   

Identity & cross-chain swaps, 

ZSA <> DEX integration ideas

2H 2024

Zcon5, Zcash 2nd Halving, PoS, 

Governance & Zcash Posterity 

Development Fund updates

2025

Target ZSA & atomic swaps 
usability across wallet apps, 
community coin-voted 
governance pathway

Forecast by Nighthawk team, per public discussions, subject to discrepancy due to changing timelines. Jan 2023



Thank You!

@nighthawkapps
@NighthawkWallet
@lightwalletd
@ZcashExplorer


